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Abstract
This paper deals with the estimation of the signature weight as generated by the superimposed coding technique adopted in “multiple” signature files. The estimation is needed
for performance evaluation of such organizations used for information retrieval applications.
In particular, simple formulas for the probability density function, the expected value and the
variance of the signature weight are presented.
The presented formulas can be derived following a general methodology we called the transform approach in a previous work, which results much more simple than the method
used by other authors for the derivation of the density function. Equivalence of the results is
also shown.
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1 Introduction
The inclusive “or” of bit strings (superimposed coding) is the method adopted for coding data
in many signature file organizations used for information retrieval applications. In “standard”
superimposed coding [15], signatures are formed from the superimposition of term signatures, each of which contains the same number, say , of “1” bits. Superimposed coding has
extensively been used for text retrieval [3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 15, 19] but also for other applications,
working on formatted or unformatted data, based on the Bloom filter [2, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18].
In a recent proposal [1], signatures are obtained from the superimposition of “multiple”
term signatures, that is term signatures with different numbers of “1” bits (say
the number
of “1” bits set by the -th term,
). This method makes it possible to assign higher
weights to more frequently accessed terms and improve the overall system performance. However, performance evaluation requires an estimation of the weight (say , namely total num-







 









ber of “1” bits) of the signatures obtained in this way. To this end,
can be considered as
random variable and its distribution and moments can be studied.
The method sketched in [1] and developed in [13] for the evaluation of the signature weight
distribution is based on the description of the signature construction as a Markov process. Such
a process consists of stages — each of which corresponds to the superimposition of a term
if
signature — and requires heavy and cumbersome matrix manipulations. Since
, the signature weight distribution was evaluated in [1, 13] as:
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  . No evaluation of the moments has been done in [1, 13].
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2 Using the ( -transform Approach





(1)

In a previous work [6], we introduced a discrete transform (called -transform) of the probability density function of a discrete and finite random variable. We showed that the -transform
approach is very useful in analyzing combinatorial problems which can be described by means
of the “principle of inclusion and exclusion” [14], as it provides an easy derivation of the density function and of the moments.
For a given discrete random variable with distribution Pr
in
,
the -transform of the density function was defined in [6] as follows:
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Hence, we showed that the inversion formula for the -transform is given by:
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In [6], a physical meaning for the  -transform 41<6 with an integer argument in the range
01#   32 was also provided for a wide class of experiments. Let ,. )/ be the probability
that

a given experiment gives rise to ) succesful outcomes selected from a set = of possible outcomes. Then 4> represents the probability that the experiment is effected as if the outcomes
could only be selected from a subset of = ?with
 , fixed before the experiment. In
  ofcardinality
other words, 4> is the probability that
the possible outcomes have been excluded a

priori from the result.
As far as the signature generation is concerned, it is easy to show that it can be described as
an outcome inclusion experiment that consists of the selection of the “1” bits to be set. In this



case, it is easy to evaluate the -transform expression from its physical meaning as:
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where
represents the number of ways the “1”s to be set by the terms
can only be selected in a subset of with cardinality (i.e. the other
are excluded a
priori). Hence, the -transform approach allows a straightforward derivation of the probability
distribution thanks to the inversion formula (3):
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which is in a slightly more handy form than (1). As a matter of fact, expression (5) is symmetric
with respect to all the
’s and contains a binomial coefficient,
which does not depend on
the summation index . Probability distribution (5) can also be directly derived by means of
combinatorial arguments following the same steps of [6, Th. 2 and Sec. 5.1].
Furthermore, the -transform approach allows the derivation of all the moments of the
random variable . In particular, we proved that the -th factorial moment of
is in general
given by:
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(6)
      < < <     is the -th falling factorial power of  . By means of Eq. (6), the
where 
expected value and the variance of  can be evaluated as follows (see [6] for details):
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It can be noticed that,
 whereas the expected value can also be evaluated in an elementary way
(provided that   is the probability that a given bit is set to “1” by the  -th term), even a
direct derivation of the variance from the density function (5) is rather difficult.
 with binomial
Letting
 be a random variable
distribution and with the same mean value



E    , as  , being , 
        the probability that a given bit is set to “1” by
E

the superimposition of the



terms, the distributions of



and



can be compared. Although
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they have very similar shapes, the distribution is a bit less dispersed around the mean value

than the binomial, as it can easily verified from (8) that
. This is due to
the fact that (5) ensures that Pr
for all
min
(the -th term sets
bits at a time), whereas we can also have
with nonnull probability.
A practical application of the closed formula (8) for the variance of
is, for instance, an
accurate evaluation of the false drop probability  in “multiple” signature files, which can
be different from the minimal value expected from optimal design, due to the simplifications


introduced to obtain tractable formulas [1, 5]. To this end, if
are the disjoint sets into
which terms have been partitioned according to their query frequency, we assume that  and
 be the number of distinct terms of  in a document and the probability that a query term is


from , respectively. Being
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the expression of the false drop probability [5], we can obtain an accurate estimate of its expected value as:
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where:
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It should be noticed that signature weights of documents instead of queries are to be considered
here, thus,
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(13)

must be substituted, along with (9) and (11), into (10).

3 Equivalence of the results
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Finally, we show in the following that the two expressions of the signature weight distribution,
(5) and (1), are equivalent. Letting
and substituting
for in (1) we obtain:
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Since
(14) becomes:



 mod  , and via multiplication and division by       8   , Eq.
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Hence, it is easy to verify (by expanding binomial coefficients into factorials, simplifying, multiplying and dividing by , and rearranging factorials as binomials) that
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The application of identity (16) to Eq. (15) yields:
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substitution

if
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, we can extend the lower summation limit in (17) down to ; the
eventually allows us to obtain Eq. (5).
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